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Abstract: The use of virtual keyboards in mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets has become an essential tool 

for inputting information. The sound of keystrokes has been observed in previous studies to be recorded along with 

ambient noises, such as those produced by uncontrolled student noise, fans, doors and windows, moving cars, and 

similar sources. The presence of such noises negatively affects the quality of the keystrokes signal, which in turn affects 

keystroke analysis. The traditional FFT-based denoising methods are vital but they are often limited by their inability to 

adapt to the varying characteristics of real-world audio and noises. This paper proposes an enhanced Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) with an adaptive threshold technique that reduces ambient noises. The adaptive threshold technique is 

developed to identify frequency bins that contain noise and set their sizes to zero or attenuate them to reduce the noise. 

The paper evaluates the performance of the enhanced FFT with adaptive threshold on keystrokes recorded audio and 

validates it through extensive experimentation. The results show that the enhanced FFT outperforms the traditional FFT 

in terms of speed and the amount of noise removed from the recorded audio signal, indicating a significant 

improvement. 

 

Index Terms: Enhanced Fast Fourier Transform; Keystrokes; Smartphones; Denoising; Real-Time Environment. 

 

 

1.  Introduction and Related Work 

Mobile devices are expanding worldwide, these smartphones are used for many daily and business activities, many 

of which contain sensitive information such as personally identifiable information (PII), bank and credit card numbers, 

passwords, health clearance files and address files. This means that malicious apps installed on smartphones can steal 

sensitive data and expose millions people to data theft. The operating systems of these smartphones prevent 

unauthorized access to applications/data using security techniques such as sandboxes and authorization. However, side 

channels such as sensors can bypass such security restrictions. Most modern smartphones have many sensors such as 
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microphones, cameras, gyroscopes and accelerometers that provide a better user experience, but these sensors leak 

information, allowing the attacker to provide confidential information and to steal sensitive information. Literature has 

established that even sound of keystrokes from virtual keyboard of smartphone can reveal personal information through 

side channel analysis [1]. 

The sound of typing on the keyboard was shown to leak information, indicating the possibility of acoustic side-

channel attacks [2,3,4,5]. A keystroke sound is heard when the user presses a key on the keyboard while typing. These 

sounds from keystrokes will be recorded and analyzed to predict or infer what user type. However, the difference 

between the user ways of typing only leads to a change in the sound intensity of each keypress. Thus, a model can be 

developed to detect and classify the confidential information typed by the users [6]. It has been established in literature 

that each key on the keyboard emits acoustic with some level of unique characteristics that differentiate the keys [7]. 

Typing on both physical and virtual keyboards are inevitable as that is most popular way of inputting data into 

keyboard-related devices. The keyboard-related devices especially smartphones have become part of our daily lives. 

Smartphones are mostly used to carry out various day-to-day activities such as internet banking, normal typing of 

document, chatting, typing mails, filling various forms and many other typing activities. Therefore, the adversary 

captures acoustic emanated from some of these typing activities from their victim to launch keystrokes acoustic 

emanation attack. 

Traditionally, the captured keystrokes acoustic emanations or the audio recording of the keystrokes in real time 

environments are usually mixed with ambient noise. Recorded audio signals are usually face with ever changing 

ambient noises. Keystrokes audio signals are either recorded in a controlled environment or in a real-world environment. 

The ambient noises have negative impact on both environments [8]. Acoustic noise is the most common noise present in 

our environment and this is better deal with using real-world  condition  than  unrealistic  controlled  environment  [9].  

Examples  are  classroom  noise, uncontrolled student noise, noise from fans, doors and windows, moving cars, people 

talking, wind, air-conditioners, rain, keyboard click, machines and other common noises around us. Consequently, 

robust technique(s) is/are required in order to produce clean audio signals as input for keystroke detection and 

classification. Different techniques have been used to either reduce the ambient noise or remove the noise since the 

noise perpetually affect the quality of audio and robust detection and classification of the keys [10], [11].  In the work of 

[12] changing environmental ambient noise is still an issue that needed more attention. One of these techniques which 

has been consistently used is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) however, not without deficit; especially in sparse data 

representation, and poor performance in denoising. Therefore, this research aims to enhance the traditional FFT as 

denoising strategy for keystroke acoustic emanation analysis. The subsequent sections of this paper include related 

works as section 2, while section 3 presents the overview of the experimental procedure. The proposed architecture for 

the enhanced FFT is presented by section 4. Lastly, sections 5 and 6 present experimental results and conclusion of the 

research work respectively.  

2.  Review of Previous Studies 

Since the ambient noises are associated with keystroke acoustic emanation, which can evidently affect the 

expected results; there is need to advance research to either eliminate it completely or reduce it to the barest minimum. 

In view of this, the research of [12] acceded to the challenge of  ambient noise, which has to be given the needed 

attention. The researchers achieved 85.4% to 75.6% accuracy in terms of detection and classification because of the 

influence of the ambient noise. Therefore, the search for more robust technique to further reduce the ever-changing 

environmental ambient noise is necessary.  

In the work of [13,14], the authors considered denoising the PCG, computed Tomography (CT) and X-ray image 

as very important aspect of preprocessing because of the damaging effect of various ambient noises on the image 

signals. Specifically, [14] achieved 97.10% accuracy in their proposed classification methodology which they attributed 

to proper denoising technique, they however acknowledged that a large amount of data is needed for training set to 

obtain a higher accuracy. Consequently, the need for robust technique for denoising is highly desirable. The denoising 

of image signals is rated very vital aspect of the preprocessing in order to achieve a desired result. This assertion 

motivated the literature of [15] to consider the denoising technique in the field of remote sensing, medical and 

biometrics. The authors concluded that noise distorts the quality of expected information. Hence the need for 

continuous quest for an improved technique to either completely eradicates or reduces noise in audio signal. This is to 

achieve a clean signal for better information extraction and analysis of data. Naturally, the ecosystem is infiltrated with 

a lot of unwanted components capable to distort the expected results of any real life scenarios. For instance, the 

denoising technique has also been widely used on data obtained from the field of marine water (underwater).  To this 

end, the work of  [16] established that robust denoising technique is vital to marine acoustic signal processing. The 

authors noted that continuous improvement on denoising techniques especially on marine water is key because of the 

complex nature of marine environment.  

In the field of signal processing, denoising is a common technique that involves using wavelets to enhance 

segmentation quality. This method entails breaking down a signal into high and low frequencies and applying a 

threshold to the wavelet's detail coefficients to eliminate noise. To optimize the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and remove 

ambient noise, various denoising methods, such as the FFT/IFFT filter, have been utilized. Robust denoising techniques 
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are significant in signal processing as noises accompanying signals acquired from systems like Holter monitoring of 

Electrocardiograph (ECG) can degrade signal quality.  

Numerous studies have recognized the impact of ambient noise on signal quality and recommended denoising 

techniques to improve it. For example, the authors in [19] used the FFT/IFFT filter to denoise ECG signals, while those 

in [20] employed denoise techniques to eliminate noise from echo signals recorded from the speaker. Additionally, [21] 

established that denoising optical signals is necessary to enhance their quality. The authors recommended the use of 

various denoising techniques to improve signals. In conclusion, denoising signals is as crucial as detecting, recognizing, 

and classifying them, regardless of the signal type. 

3.  Overview of the Experimental Procedure  

In this section, the procedures for entire experiment are presented. Firstly, generation and recording of keystrokes 

in the real environment are carefully built with the aim of recording the sound of each key on the virtual keyboard of 

different smartphones from different users, taking into account the changing environmental noise. The data generated 

and collected includes one hundred twenty (120) smartphones as presented by Table 2. In order to attain the desire goal 

of carrying out the experiment on real-life scenario, the participants were not subjected to  

any form of restrictions. While some participants were typing, other participants recorded their keystrokes under 

varying ambient noise conditions.  

The audio recording test consists of 12 sessions. Each session consist of 20 participants among which 10 were 

typing while the other 10 were recording. Participants were selected across all levels of students from Federal 

University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria. Tables 1 and 2 show the details of the participants' biometric data and details 

of mobile phone used respectively. 

Table 1. Demography of Participants 

Gender Age Level of Education Tribe  Social Status Number 

Male 18-24/24-50 Undergraduate/Postgraduate Hausa, Yoruba, Single/Married 90 
   Igbo, Ebira     &   

   Other    
Female 16-23/24-35 Undergraduate/Postgraduate Hausa, Yoruba, Single/Married 30 

   Igbo, Ebira     &   

   Other    

 

As shown in Table 1, these tests included men and women. All participants were undergraduate or graduate 

students in the age ranges shown in Table 1. There are 4,444 graduate students, most of whom are single, and most 

graduate students are married. Since this is a real world situation, there are different tribes across the country. 90 men 

and 30 women participated. In each session, each pair of changed their role as foe or victim. 

Table 2. Details of Mobile Phone Used 

Model of Phone Number of 

phone model 

Phone Platform Sample of phone series Version 

Tecno 38 Android Tecno CA7, Tecno K7, Tecno Camon x.pro, 

Tecno Pop 2 Power, etc. 

>= 5.0.0 

Infinix 34 Android Infinix X626B, Infinix S, Infinix SMAT 3 

Phy, etc. 

>= 5.0.0 

Samsung 19 Android Samsung A20-SM520, Samsung Galaxy S8, 

Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge, etc. 

>= 8.0.0 

Huawei 4 Android/Honor Huawei Y5Prime 2018, Huawei Y9S STK-
L21, etc 

>= 6.0.1 

Gionee 6 Android Gionee GN5001s, Gionee M7, Gionee M11, 

etc. 

>= 7.0.0 

Xiaomi Redmi 3 Android Xiaomi Redmi Note 9, etc. >= 9.0.0 

Itel 8  Itel S32 Mini, Itel P33, Itel A56 Pro, etc. >= 8.1.0 

Oukile 1  Oukile C2 8.1 
Nokia 1  Nokia 6.1 10 

ASUS 1  ASUS-2012DB 8.0.0 

Iphone 5  Iphone 6, >= 12.5.1 

 

As can be seen in Table 2, 120 different mobile phones were used in the experiment and files were produced in the 

real environment. Among them, Tecno users 31%, Infinix users 28%, Samsung users 17%, Itel users 7%, Gionee users 

5% and Iphone users up to, Huawei users to count. For 3%, Xiaomi users are 2% and Oukile, ASUS and Nokia users 

are 1% each.  

Similarly, audio of keystrokes of each key on virtual keyboard without considering the clicking style was collected. 

Each participant was allowed to either soft-click or hard-click depending on the participant’s convenience. The 

participants were also allowed to use their natural speed so as to conform to the focus of this research work making the 

scenario completely real-world environment. Every participant filled out a bio-data and smartphone specification form 
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that was provided at the beginning of the experiment. The form is sectioned into two: first section contains gender and 

age of the participants, the second section contains name/model and version of the phones. The participants were paired 

up; one took the role of adversary while the other took the role of victim. In order to really take full advantage of the 

number of the participants, after each session, each pair interchange their roles. This really boosts both the size and 

varieties of our collected data. The noises were coming from walking in and out the halls by the students, ticking of 

tables and chairs, working fans. 

4.  Proposed Architecture for Enhanced FFT 

Considering the FFT as one of the simplest and most commonly used in signal processing, it is enhanced to obtain 

a better performance compare to the traditional FFT. The architectural design for the enhancement of FFT is presented 

in this section. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture for the Enhanced FFT 

Figure 1 depicts the entire scenario of what happen from the victim (smartphone user) through the process of 

recorded noisy audio signal to the clean audio signal for further analysis by the adversary. The smartphone user was 

typing-in personal information freely in his/her phone. The user has no knowledge of the next person’s (adversary) 

intention of recording user’s keystrokes. The adversary on the other hand is quietly recording the keystrokes of the 

victim with the aid of already installed recording software. The adversary uses the built-in microphone of his/her 

smartphone for the recording. The audio recorded is inevitably corrupted by noise while acquiring, compressing and 

transferring into the system. This naturally could lead to loss of vital information from the original signal.   

The recorded audio is in mp3 format and this is not appropriate format for signal analysis. The .WAV format, also 

known as Waveform Audio File Format, is an audio format that possesses the characteristic of being lossless. This 

implies that it is capable of maintaining the entirety of the initial audio data derived from the recording, without 

undergoing any form of compression or reduction in quality. In stark juxtaposition, the mp3 format, denoting MPEG-3, 

is deemed a lossy audio format, employing compression algorithms to reduce the file size by eliminating specific audio 

data that may not be readily discerned by the human auditory system.. In the realm of signal analysis, it is frequently 

imperative to operate with audio data that remains unadulterated, possessing the utmost level of quality, thus 

making .wav the preferred alternative. The audio is then converted to .wav format and then input into a system (laptop) 

where the enhanced FFT is loaded. The audio signal is converted from time domain to frequency domain by FFT as it is 

applied to the noisy signal, the frequencies associated with each coefficient is computed. The filtering process is 

activated where threshold value of 0.01 is set. If the coefficient is greater than or equal to the threshold, the algorithm 

would output it as the expected clean audio data. Else, the algorithm gives a leverage to loop once again to ascertain the 

validity of the initial judgment. Those confirm not to meet the requirement are dropped and when the process completed, 

the IFFT is computed. The signal is then converted from frequency domain to the time domain in order to obtain output 

in time-frequency signal. 

 

Victim & Adversary 

 

Recorded Audio 

 

Converted Audio 

 

Clean Signal For Further Analysis 

 

ENHANCED FFT 

 

                   Input Noisy Signal                                                        Filter                                                                 Output Clean Signal 
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5.   Experimental Result 

On the real-life raw data, (that is signal with noise), the result of FFT is figure 2 in the frequency domain. There is 

much noise in the output after the normal FFT denosing. However, the enhanced FFT removed noise as much as 

possible with the same raw audio data as can be seen in figure 3. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Denoised raw data by Traditional FFT 

It can be observe from figure 2 that the signal is blur with so much noise. The amplitudes could not be identified 

easily. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Denoised raw data by Enhanced FFT 

The fig. 3 cleans up the noise as much as possible. The amplitudes of the signals were clearly visible, cycle speeds 

and phases to correspond to any time signal were also clearly shown. 

The table 1 display different amplitudes captured with their corresponding time taken to process the noise removal 

from the original audio signals. 

Table 3. Comparing Sample Signals from Traditional and Enhanced FFT 

Sample Signal  Conventional FFT Enhanced FFT 

Signal 1 Amplitude 0.015 0.015 
 Time 0.06 0.03 

    

Signal 2 Amplitude 0.02 0.02 
 Time 0.10 0.08 

    

Signal 3 Amplitude 0.025 0.025 
 Time 0.14 0.10 
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Fig. 4 shows the appreciable difference in the time taken in denoising process. The conventional FFT took longer 

time compare to the enhanced FFT. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Showing difference in time with same amplitudes 

From fig. 3 and 4, it has been shown that the enhanced FFT outperform the conventional FFT in terms of 

processing speed and amount of noise been removed. 

6.  Conclusion 

In this research work, an enhanced FFT is designed to reduce the influence of ever changing environmental 

ambient noise in real-world situation. The changing environmental ambient noise is still an issue that requires 

continuous research attention. FFT no doubt, over a period of time had been progressively exploited for noise removal 

due to simplicity and being very fast in terms of execution. However, it is often limited by its inability to adapt to the 

varying characteristics of real-world audio and noises, consequently leading to poor performance in denoising audio 

signals. This work generated data from one hundred and twenty (120) participants in the experiment with 120 

smartphones that are commonly in use in the locality. The results showed that the enhancement to FFT improved the 

amount of noise removed from the raw signals and the processing speed has also been improved when compared to the 

conventional FFT.  
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